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I. INTRODUCTION
This is the first of three Law Commission of Ontario (LCO) Issue Papers considering the use of artificial intelligence
(AI) and algorithms in the Canadian justice system. This paper considers the use of this technology in the criminal
justice system.
The LCO’s second Issue Paper, Regulating AI: An International Survey, considers current efforts to regulate AI and
algorithms in government decision-making. The LCO’s third Issue Paper, AI, Algorithms and Government DecisionMaking, considers the use of AI and algorithms in civil and administrative law decision-making, such as determining
welfare entitlements, administrative proceedings and government investigations.
The LCO’s three Issue Papers provide an important first look at the potential use and regulation of these technologies
in Canadian justice systems. Each paper identifies a series of important legal, policy and practical issues and choices
that Canadian policymakers and justice system stakeholders should consider before these technologies are widely
adopted in this country. The LCO’s analysis is cumulative, with each paper building upon and adding to our work.
The LCO’s research and consultations in this area draw heavily from the international experience with these systems,
particularly in the United States. This experience provides both insights and important lessons.
The specific subject of this paper is algorithmic pretrial risk assessments. These are AI or algorithmic tools that aid
criminal courts in pretrial custody or bail decision-making. According to the Partnership on AI (PAI), an American
research organization focussing on best practices for AI, criminal risk assessment tools “present a paradigmatic
example of the potential social and ethical consequences of automated AI decision-making.”1
Algorithmic pretrial risk assessments are an important case study in the use of AI and algorithms in criminal justice.
Bail proceedings adjudicate and balance fundamental liberty and public safety issues while needing to ensure high
standards of due process, accountability and transparency.
The use of these tools has expanded rapidly across the United States, to the point where these systems are probably
the most widely implemented AI or algorithmic tools to aid decision-making in criminal proceedings in the world.
This expansion has been the catalyst for an unprecedented and rapid evaluation of how algorithmic tools in criminal
proceedings are designed, developed and deployed. Suffice to say, this reform has not gone smoothly. In the space
of a few short years, there has been an extraordinary backlash against the use of these systems, including by many
of the same organizations and stakeholders who enthusiastically supported their development in the first place.
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The LCO believes an analysis of the American debate can provide Canadians with important insights and lessons
about the use of AI and algorithms in criminal proceedings. The LCO further believes that many, if not most, of these
lessons are applicable to the use of these tools in civil and administrative decision-making as well.
Consistent with our mandate, the LCO’s objective is to provide an independent, balanced and forward-looking
analysis of the legal and policy issues that will likely arise in the Canadian context if, or more likely when, these
tools are considered more extensively by Canadian governments, courts and tribunals.
Some of the issues discussed in this paper will likely be familiar, such as widely discussed “black box” criticisms of
AI and algorithmic decision-making. Other issues are likely to be new or unfamiliar, such as questions regarding
the “metrics of fairness” and emerging best practices.
The paper pays particular attention to issues regarding racism and data discrimination. Anti-Black and antiIndigenous racism has been a long-standing concern in Ontario’s justice system. Accordingly, any analysis of AI and
algorithms in criminal proceedings must address these issues clearly and comprehensively. Perhaps not surprisingly,
the LCO has identified many unexplored, unregulated and poorly understood issues respecting data, discrimination,
algorithms and the law. The paper also considers this technology from the related and overlapping perspective of
access to justice for low-income and vulnerable communities.
The paper concludes with an analysis of regulatory issues and options to assist Canadian policymakers and
stakeholders identify, discuss and decide appropriate options and instruments for the Canadian criminal
justice system.
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The LCO begins by noting several important themes that run through this Issue Paper and the LCO’s technologyrelated work:
• AI, algorithms and automated decision-making are a signiﬁcant new frontier in human
rights, due process and access to justice. The use of AI, algorithms and automated-decision
making are expanding rapidly in justice systems across the world. This expansion raises new
and crucial questions about equality, bias, access to justice and due process in areas of law
affecting fundamental rights.
• Simple solutions and complex problems. AI and algorithms offer many beneﬁts, including
the potential to provide consistent, “evidence-based” and efficient predictions. Unfortunately,
experience demonstrates the risk of adopting unproven and under-evaluated technologies
too quickly to address long-standing, complex and structural problems, such as systemic
racism in the justice system.
• AI and algorithms often embed, and obscure, important legal and policy choices. AI and
algorithms are not “objective” or neutral because they are based on data. Seemingly technical
decisions often embed far-reaching policy or legal choices without public discussion or
accountability. The distinction between “code choices” and “policy choices” is sometimes
difficult to appreciate.
• There are data issues and choices at every stage of AI and algorithmic decision-making.
Data issues and choices are endemic to every aspect of an AI or algorithmic system. Data
issues and choices can be both consequential and controversial. For example, many AI and
algorithms are criticized on the basis of historically racist, discriminatory or biased data. Other
data issues include questions regarding statistical “metrics of fairness” and the accuracy,
reliability and validity of datasets. Simply stated, data issues and choices are foundational to
the success and legitimacy of any AI or algorithmic tool used by government, courts or
tribunals.
• AI and algorithmic systems make predictions; they do not set policy, make legal rules or
decisions. AI, algorithms and risk assessments are statistical tools that help make predictions.
Courts, legislatures and policymakers decide how to turn those predictions into “action
directives” or legal decisions. Whether algorithms worsen or lessen bias, or are coercive or
supportive, depends on how human decision-makers decide these tools are used.
• Legal protections regarding disclosure, accountability, equality and due process for
these systems are often inadequate. In the criminal justice system, AI and algorithmic tools
must be held to high legal standards. Unfortunately, many of the legal issues raised by this
technology are unexplored, unregulated and poorly understood. Current models of legal
regulation and accountability have not kept pace with technology. Emerging models of
“technological due process” suggest a constructive way forward.
• AI and algorithms in the criminal justice system raise important access to justice issues.
Using AI and algorithms in criminal proceedings means that criminal accused potentially face
even higher hurdles in presenting a full answer and defence to the charges against them. These
additional hurdles may compound existing barriers to access to justice and lead to greater
over-representation of low-income and racialized communities in the criminal justice system.
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• The criticisms of AI and algorithms are legitimate, but there are also opportunities and
emerging best practices. There are many signiﬁcant and legitimate criticisms of algorithmic
tools. At the same time, much has been learned about how to design, develop, implement and
evaluate these systems. Many legal organizations, technologists and academics have begun to
develop best practices and/or legal regimes necessary to improve these tools.
• There must be broad participation in the design, development and deployment of these
systems. Unequal access to information and participation in decision-making can signiﬁcantly
worsen existing biases and inequality. This participation must include technologists,
policymakers, law makers, and, crucially, the communities who are likely to be most affected
by this technology.
• Comprehensive law reform is needed. The systemic legal issues raised by this technology
cannot be addressed through individual litigation, best practices or piecemeal legislation.
Comprehensive law reform is required. There are many potential legislative or regulatory
responses, but the choices and options between these responses are complex and
consequential. The Canadian legal system must proactively address important issues and
options prior to widespread implementation of these systems.
• Incremental reforms, deliberately. Canadians need to be thoughtful, deliberate and
incremental when adopting technologies in the justice system that potentially have such an
extraordinary impact on individual rights and justice system fairness and transparency.
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The Law Commission of Ontario (LCO) is Ontario’s leading law reform agency. The LCO provides independent,
balanced and authoritative advice on complex and important legal policy issues. Through this work, the LCO
promotes access to justice, law reform and public debate.
LCO reports are a practical and principled long-term resource for policymakers, stakeholders, academics and the
general public. LCO reports have led to legislative amendments and changes in policy and practice. They are also
frequently cited in judicial decisions, academic articles, government reports and media stories. .
The LCO’s current portfolio includes projects respecting Digital Rights, family protection orders, Last Stages of Life,
Indigenous Last Stages of Life, and environmental rights. More information about the LCO is available at www.lcocdo.org.
This paper is part of the LCO’s ongoing Digital Rights project. The first phase of this project brings together
policymakers, legal professionals, technologists, NGOs and community members to discuss the development,
deployment, regulation and impact of AI and algorithms on access to justice, human rights, and due process. The
project considers this technology in both the criminal2 and civil/administrative law3 justice systems. Other LCO
Digital Rights projects include:
• Consumer Protection in the Digital Marketplace4;
• Defamation Law in the Internet Age5;
• AI, Automated Decision-Making: Impact on Access to Justice and Legal Aid;
• AI for Lawyers: A Primer on Artiﬁcial Intelligence in Ontario’s Justice System with Element AI and
Osgoode Hall Law School; and,
• Roundtable on Digital Rights and Digital Society with the Mozilla Foundation.
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This paper is organized as follows:
Section 5 is an overview of the benefits and drawbacks of AI and algorithms in government
decision-making.
Section 6 summarizes the use of AI and algorithmic tools in government and judicial decisionmaking, including the criminal justice system.
Section 7 describes the growth, use and reconsideration of algorithmic risk assessments in the
United States.
Section 8 describes how pretrial risk assessments work, including a detailed look at the Public
Safety Assessment (PSA), the most common algorithmic risk assessment tool in the US.
Section 9 summarizes a number of important issues, choices and lessons that can be learned
from the American experience with algorithmic risk assessments, including:
Data Discrimination, Transparency and Scoring
Issue #1 Bias In, Bias Out
Issue #2 The “Metrics of Fairness”
Issue #3 Data Transparency
Issue #4 Data Accuracy, Reliability and Validity
Issue #5 Data Literacy: Risk Scores and Automation Bias
Law, Policy and Litigation
Issue #6 The Difference Between Predictions, Law and Policy
Issue #7 Best Practices in Risk Assessments
Issue #8 Public Participation
Issue #9 Algorithmic Accountability
Issue #10 The Limits of Litigation
Section 10 discusses the elements of a comprehensive law reform approach to AI and algorithms
in criminal proceedings.
Section 11 is the LCO’s Conclusion in which we describe current initiatives to rethink algorithmic
risk assessments and offer suggestions for moving forward.
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AI and algorithms are often referred to as “weapons of math destruction.”6 Many systems are also credibly described
as “a sophisticated form of racial profiling.”7 These views are widespread in many current discussions of AI and
algorithms.
The debate about pretrial algorithmic risk assessments in the United States is a vivid and important illustration of
how and why these views have become commonplace. This paper will discuss (and to some extent confirm) these
interpretations. The US debate also clearly demonstrates why AI and algorithms were so readily adopted and what
has been learned in the intervening years.
Importantly, the catalyst for AI and algorithms to address American bail issues was neither cost-cutting nor “lawand-order” politics. Rather, the growth of these systems was driven in large part by a progressive, bipartisan
American bail reform movement that many Canadians would, in principle, recognize and agree with. In this view,
algorithmic risk assessments were important because of their potential to be neutral, consistent and evidencebased tools that would help transform the arbitrary, opaque, and often-racist pretrial decision-making of individual
judges, prosecutors and justice systems.
These tools were seen, at least to some, as being in some respects superior to subjective, human assessments of
risk in that they “eliminate the variability, indeterminacy, and apparent randomness—indeed, the subjectivity—of
human prediction that has long pervaded criminal justice….[Algorithms can] bring uniformity, transparency, and
accountability to the task.”8 Key to their growth and popularity was “harnessing the power of data to aid decisionmaking,” 9 an objective well-known to Canadian policymakers.10
As will be seen below, many of these early assumptions proved to be problematic. Indeed, one of the key lessons
of this story is the risk of adopting unproven and under-evaluated technologies too quickly to address longstanding, complex and structural problems in the justice system.
The challenge of reconciling the potential risks and benefits of AI and algorithms is summed up concisely in the
Preamble to the Toronto Declaration on AI, a 2018 statement prepared by AccessNow, an international organization
that promotes understanding of human rights in the use of technology.11 The Preamble reads, in part,
As machine learning systems advance in capability and increase in use, we must examine the
positive and negative implications of these technologies. We acknowledge the potential for these
technologies to be used for good and to promote human rights but also the potential to
intentionally or inadvertently discriminate against individuals or groups of people.
From policing, to welfare systems, online discourse, and healthcare – to name a few examples –
systems employing machine learning technologies can vastly and rapidly change or reinforce power
structures or inequalities on an unprecedented scale and with significant harm to human rights.
There is a substantive and growing body of evidence to show that machine learning systems, which
can be opaque and include unexplainable processes, can easily contribute to discriminatory or
otherwise repressive practices if adopted without necessary safeguards.12
The LCO will explore these contrasting views throughout this paper. The paper will also highlight recent
developments that potentially offer a constructive way forward.
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VI. AI AND ALGORITHMS IN GOVERNMENT AND JUDICIAL
DECISION-MAKING
A. What Is AI and Algorithmic Decision-Making?
What are algorithms, automated decision-making, and AI?
The AI Now Institute defines algorithms and AI as follows:
An Algorithm is generally regarded as the mathematical logic behind any type of system that
performs tasks or makes decisions…
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has many definitions, and can include a wide range of methods and tools,
including machine learning, facial recognition, and natural language processing. But more
importantly, AI should be understood as more than just technical approaches. It is also developed
out of the dominant social practices of engineers and computer scientists who design the systems,
and the industrial infrastructure and companies that run those systems. Thus, a more complete
definition of AI includes technical approaches, social practices and industrial power.13
The difficulty of defining AI and algorithms has been noted by many. For the purpose of this report, the LCO is
focussing on pretrial risk assessments, which are forms of AI and algorithms that operate as predictive models or
tools.14 In this paper, the LCO will use the phrases “algorithmic decision-making” and “AI” to describe this range of
technologies.

B. How Is AI and Automated Decision-Making and AI Being Used in Justice Systems?
It is well-known that automated decision-making and AI is increasingly being used in a wide range of public and
private contexts. It is also generally known that automated decision-making and AI is likely to have an impact on
justice systems. What is less well-known, however, is the extent to which automated decision-making systems and
AI is already being used in justice systems internationally, including US, the UK and Europe, including:15
• Access to Government Beneﬁts: Automated decision-making is being used to determine eligibility
for access to health and other government beneﬁts.
• Access to Housing: Automated decision-making is being used to prioritize and determine eligibility
for permanent or temporary housing.
• Child Welfare: Automated decision-making is being used to assess risk of current or future harm to a
child.
• Domestic Violence. Automated decision-making is being used to assess victims’ level of risk for future
abuse.
• Education: Automated decision-making is being used to predict whether students are a high risk for
school-related violence.
• Surveillance Technologies: Automated decision-making is being used by law enforcement agencies
to support police surveillance.
• Immigration: Automated decision-making is being used to recommend immigration eligibility or
status.
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• Predictive Policing: Automated decision-making is being used to analyze data to help predict either
where crime will occur or who will be involved in crime.
• Bail: Automated decision-making is being used to assess the suitability of releasing criminal accused
on bail.
• Sentencing: Automated decision-making is being used to recommend sentencing for criminal
accused, including whether an accused is at high or low risk of reoffending.
• Inmate Housing Classiﬁcation: Automated decision-making is being used to recommend prison
classiﬁcation and conditions for inmates.
• Parole: Automated decision-making is being used to recommend parole eligibility or conditions.
The applications currently in use internationally affect fundamental rights, significant government entitlements,
crucial human rights and important access to justice issues, including “poverty law”, child welfare, criminal law, and
refugee/immigration issues. This is not a complete list.16 The range and complexity of these applications will be
discussed more extensively in the LCO’s second and third Issue Papers.
Transposed to the Canadian context, the applications currently in use internationally would affect some of
Canadian’s most important government services and the jurisdiction and workload of many Superior Courts,
provincial courts, administrative tribunals, government ministries, agencies and municipalities.
The potential reach of AI and algorithms to aid justice system decision-making is staggering. For example, the US
Social Security Administration (SSA), which is described as “the largest adjudication agency in the western world,”17
is a leader on using AI and algorithmic tools to assist “mass adjudication.”18 SSA applications currently include
“clustering” (grouping cases together to improve case processing), triaging (accelerating appeals based on their
likelihood of success) and quality assurance (analyzing draft decisions against more than 30 “quality flags” that are
suggestive of policy non-compliance or internal inconsistencies).19
A recent Stanford/New York University study of these developments notes that
AI could transform what it means to adjudicate a case. To be sure, current use cases are a far cry
from full automation of adjudication, but the trajectory raises profound implications…20
[T]he trajectory of AI tools in adjudication raises the normative question about the desired extent of
discretion in adjudication.
Formal adjudication requires that a decision be based on the exclusive record, but AI tools involve a
transfer of decision-making authority away from line-level adjudicators toward AI developers.
…the adoption of AI tools could potentially erode the decisional independence of and de novo
review by [adjudicators].
…the adoption of such tools can heighten concerns of bias.21
The long-term implications of, and response to, AI and algorithms in the justice system is well beyond the scope of
this paper. For present purposes, it is important to note that the use of AI and algorithms in government decisionmaking is growing rapidly. The Stanford/New York University study noted above canvassed the use of AI in 142 of
the most significant US federal departments and agencies. The study found that “nearly half of [American] federal
agencies studied (45%) have experimented with AI and related machine learning (ML) tools.”22 Growing use of AI
and algorithms has also been found in government-use studies in the UK, Australia and New Zealand.23
Unfortunately, at present there are no equivalent Canadian studies. Nor is there a central list or repository of
automated decision-making systems in use in the Canadian justice system or in other Canadian government
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applications. As a result, it is very difficult to assess how widespread this technology is being used in Canada. In
Canada (and elsewhere), these systems are often disclosed as a result of litigation, freedom of information requests,
press reports or review of government procurement websites.
Disclosure of automated decision-making in Canada is further complicated by the fact that these systems can be
used by a wide range of government actors, including federal and provincial government ministries, municipal
governments and government agencies (including but not limited to tribunals, school boards, police services,
and others).

C. Algorithms in the Criminal Justice System
Several recent reports provide a useful overview of the many ways in which AI and algorithms are being used in
the criminal justice system in the United States, the UK and elsewhere, including: 24
• Photographic and video analysis, including facial recognition;
• DNA proﬁling and evidence, including predictive genomics;
• Predictive crime mapping (predictive policing);
• Mobile phone and extraction tools;
• Data mining and social media intelligence; and,
• Individual risk assessment and prediction.
These reports note several potential uses of AI and algorithms within each of these broad categories. For example,
within the risk assessment category, AI and algorithms are being used in the following contexts:25
• Bail algorithms that predict recidivism;
• Sentencing algorithms that predict recidivism;
• “Scoring at arrest” algorithms that advise how to charge an individual;
• “Scoring suspects” algorithms that analyze an individual’s behaviour in the future;
• “Scoring victims” algorithms that predict likelihood of being a victim of crime; and,
• Correctional algorithms that predict propensity to reoffend within an institution.
The most comprehensive Canadian analysis of AI and algorithms in policing in Canada is a recent report by The
Citizen Lab, To Surveil and Predict, A Human Rights Analysis of Algorithmic Policing in Canada.26 This report analyzes
the use and implications of predictive policing in Canada, including location- and person-focussed algorithmic
policing and algorithmic surveillance technology, such as facial recognition and social network analysis. The report
discusses the use of these technologies by police departments in Vancouver, Toronto, Calgary and Saskatchewan
and other departments, including the RCMP. The report notes that, at this point, “algorithmic policing systems does
not appear to be widespread in Canada.”27
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VII. CASE STUDY: RISK ASSESSMENT AND BAIL REFORM IN THE UNITED
STATES
A. The “Breathtaking” Growth of Pretrial Risk Assessments
As noted in the Introduction, the use of pretrial algorithmic risk assessments has expanded rapidly across the United
States to the point where these systems are probably the most widely implemented algorithmic tools in use in
criminal proceedings in the world. Algorithmic pretrial risk assessment tools are used to predict how likely it is that
an accused will miss an upcoming court date or commit a crime before trial.
The growth of algorithmic pretrial risk assessments appears to be driven by several factors, including increases in
computing power, growing academic interest in criminal justice research, the “evidence-based criminal justice
movement” 28 and, most importantly, the American bail reform movement. According to Logan Koepke and David
Robinson, the central goal of American bail reform is to “end wealth-based [bail] system and move pretrial justice
systems to a risk-based model.”29
American bail reform advocates proposed several strategies to address these issues, including mandatory release
for minor criminal offenses, greatly expanded diversion and community programs, improved electronic monitoring,
expanded pretrial services and algorithmic pretrial risk assessments. Of all these initiatives, however, algorithmic
risk assessments quickly emerged as the “favored reform.”30
The attraction to these tools was understandable: Algorithmic risk assessments were considered neutral,
consistent, evidence-based tools that would help transform the arbitrary, opaque, and often-racist pretrial
decision-making of individual judges, prosecutors and justice systems. This view was confirmed by several early
research studies which appeared to validate the positive impact of these tools.31 The anticipated benefits of
algorithmic risk assessments was articulated by the Center on Court Innovation, a New York-based non-profit
research organization, as follows:
The appeal of pretrial risk assessment—especially in large, overburdened court systems—is of a fast
and objective evaluation, harnessing the power of data to aid decision-making.32
Similarly, a widely distributed commentary in the New York Times stated:
Bail decisions have traditionally been made by judges relying on intuition and personal preference,
in a hasty process that often lasts just a few minutes…
To combat such arbitrariness, judges in some cities now receive algorithmically generated scores that
rate a defendant’s risk of skipping trial or committing a violent crime if released. Judges are free to
exercise discretion, but algorithms bring a measure of consistency and evenhandedness to the process.
Studies [show that] data and statistics can help overcome the limits of intuitive human judgments,
which can suffer from inconsistency, implicit bias and even outright prejudice. 33
Notably, pretrial risk assessments had broad bipartisan political support in the United States, at least initially. The
Pretrial Integrity and Safety Act of 2017, jointly sponsored by Democratic Senator Kamala Harris and Republican
Senator Rand Paul, proposed broad reforms to the American bail system, including
(A) replacing money bail systems with individualized, pretrial assessments that—
(i) measure the risk of flight and risk of anticipated criminal conduct posed by a defendant
while on pretrial release; and
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(ii) shall use risk-based decision making that includes objective, research-based, and
locally validated assessment tools that do not result in unwarranted disparities on
the basis of any classification protected under Federal nondiscrimination laws or the
nondiscrimination laws of the applicable State; 34 [Emphasis added.]
Significantly, risk assessments were also “strongly” endorsed as a “necessary component of a fair pretrial release
system” by a broad coalition of public defender and civil rights organizations, including the American Council
of Chief Defenders (ACCD), Gideon’s Promise, the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL),
the National Association for Public Defense (NAPD), and the National Legal Aid and Defender Association
(NLADA).35
With this kind of support, it is not surprising the use of pretrial risk assessments grew rapidly across the United
States, which has been variously described as “breathtaking”36 and “hard to overestimate”.37 In 2017 alone, as many
as 14 states made provisions to adopt or investigate the use of pretrial risk assessment tools.38 In California, 49 of
58 counties use algorithmic risk assessment tools.39

B. Pretrial Risk Assessments Reconsidered
Notwithstanding this rapid expansion, many researchers, organizations and civil rights advocates began to quickly
re-evaluate pretrial risk assessments. The result has been a remarkable reversal in the legal and political support
for these tools.
This reassessment has been driven by several factors, including the experience of jurisdictions that implemented
pretrial risk assessments, new research asserting that pretrial risk assessments may perpetuate racial bias, and a
reconsideration of the utility of risk assessments relative to other bail reform strategies.
Perhaps the most significant public milestone in the pretrial risk assessment debate was the 2016 publication of
an article by ProPublica, an American investigative journalism organization. The article, titled “Machine Bias,”
summarized ProPublica’s research on the use of the COMPAS risk assessment tool to inform criminal sentencing in
Broward County, Florida.40
Broward County used COMPAS to help predict whether individual defendants were likely to be recidivists.
ProPublica obtained the COMPAS risk scores assigned to more than 7,000 people arrested in 2013 and 2014 to
determine how many were charged with new crimes over the next two years. The ProPublica article was damning:
The [COMPAS] score proved remarkably unreliable in forecasting violent crime: Only 20
percent of the people predicted to commit violent crimes actually went on to do so.
When a full range of crimes were taken into account — including misdemeanors such as
driving with an expired license — the algorithm was somewhat more accurate than a coin
flip. Of those deemed likely to re-offend, 61 percent were arrested for any subsequent crimes within
two years.
We also turned up significant racial disparities…In forecasting who would re-offend, the algorithm
made mistakes with black and white defendants at roughly the same rate but in very different ways.
The formula was particularly likely to falsely flag black defendants as future criminals,
wrongly labeling them this way at almost twice the rate as white defendants.
White defendants were mislabeled as low risk more often than black defendants. [Emphasis
added.] 41
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ProPublica concluded by stating that COMPAS was “biased against blacks” because Black defendants were overclassified as risky.42
The ProPublica analysis was vigorously debated on both methodological and policy grounds.43 Nevertheless, the
ProPublica article “supercharged” the emerging debate on risk assessments and racial bias.44

C. Algorithmic Risk Assessments in the US Today
It is hard to generalize about the current status of pretrial risk assessments in the United States.
On the one hand, many American jurisdictions have adopted these tools, with more appearing ready to follow. On
the other hand, many of the original supporters of these systems now argue that algorithmic risk assessments
should play no role in pretrial administration. For example, organizations such as Human Rights Watch now argue
that pretrial risk assessment tools should be opposed “entirely.”45 Opposition to pretrial risk assessments is widespread and growing. Just recently, more than 100 civil rights, social justice, and digital rights groups issued “A Shared
Statement of Civil Rights Concerns” declaring that risk assessment instruments should not be used in pretrial
proceedings, or at least that their use should be severely circumscribed.46
The most striking repudiation of algorithmic risk assessments came from one of their most ardent supporters, the
Pretrial Justice Institute (PJI), an American research and advocacy organization dedicated to bail reform. The PJI was
one of the most prominent and influential supporters of algorithmic risk assessments. Yet, in a statement dated
February 7, 2020, the PJI stated
The intense studying and listening we have done over the last year has provided us with a
deeper sense that there is no pretrial justice without racial justice. We now see that pretrial risk
assessment tools, designed to predict an individual’s appearance in court without a new arrest, can
no longer be a part of our solution for building equitable pretrial justice systems. Regardless of
their science, brand, or age, these tools are derived from data reflecting structural racism
and institutional inequity that impact our court and law enforcement policies and practices.
Use of that data then deepens the inequity…
We made a mistake—we did not have the right people at the table when we were designing our
roadmap to decarceration, particularly individuals directly impacted by the system. As we pushed
forward, some places saw significant increases in pretrial liberty, but many did not, and racial
disparities persisted in both.
We were wrong for having risk tools as part of our “smart” pretrial justice framework. In the
places that have undertaken reform, success hasn’t hinged on an assessment tool; it has been driven
by a commitment to decarceration, values-based discussions about the purpose of detention, a
willingness to acknowledge the humanity of everyone, and each system’s openness to change...47
[Emphasis added.]
Later that month, the developers of the Public Safety Assessment, the most widely used risk assessment tool in the
US, released a statement in which they also partially stepped back from these tools. This statement reads, in part,
Assessments, including the Public Safety Assessment, can play a positive role in a
jurisdiction’s pretrial system. However, implementing an assessment alone cannot and will
not result in the pretrial justice goals we seek to achieve. No single strategy, practice, or tool can
achieve these ends.48 [Emphasis added.]
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These statements are having an impact. Several jurisdictions have or are considering withdrawing their initial
support for algorithmic risk assessments.49

D. What Should Canadians Learn?
From a Canadian perspective, the American experience with pretrial risk assessments can seem bewildering. The
rapid expansion of algorithmic risk assessments, coupled with their equally rapid demise (at least in some quarters),
represents an extraordinary – and extraordinarily quick – reversal and critical reassessment.
Notwithstanding these circumstances, the LCO believes Canadians can learn important lessons about both
algorithmic pretrial risk assessments and algorithms in the criminal justice system generally.
Before addressing these issues, however, it is important to get a better understanding of how algorithmic pretrial
risk assessments work.
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VIII. HOW DO PRETRIAL RISK ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS WORK?
Risk assessments have been used in the American criminal justice system in some form or another since the early
twentieth century. 50 Algorithmic risk assessments, the subject of this paper, are sometimes described as “fourth
generation” risk assessment tools.51
Risk assessments are statistical models used to predict the probability of a particular future outcome. In the pretrial
context, risk assessment tools are used to predict how likely it is that an accused will miss an upcoming court date
or commit a crime before trial. This is done by using an algorithm, or statistical model, to compare and measure an
accused’s individual characteristics (such as age, gender, criminal history, etc.) against historic data for groups of
people. These tools use a checklist of risk factors and data that are said to statistically correlate with nonappearance
in court or the commission of a crime before trial.
The Partnership on AI notes “[t]hough they are usually much simpler than the deep neural networks used in many
modern artificial intelligence systems, criminal justice risk assessment tools are basic forms of AI.”52
Generally speaking, the outcome of a risk assessment is some kind of risk score. Risk scores are then transformed
into a generalized risk category. For example, a tool might identify an accused as being low, moderate or high risk
of missing an upcoming court date or committing a crime before trial.
Risk assessments typically do not directly recommend or mandate whether or not an accused should be detained,
released, or what conditions should be ordered. Rather, risk assessments are often accompanied by a separate
“decision-making framework” or “matrix” that sets out explicit directives or recommendations specifying how an
accused in each risk category should be treated. “Decision-making frameworks” are not algorithmic or mathematical
determinations, but rather policy decisions determined by the tool designers, local laws and practices, and/or
policymakers.

A. A Closer Look at the PSA
This section takes a closer look at the Public Safety Assessment (PSA), perhaps the most widely used and
sophisticated pretrial risk assessment tool, to demonstrate how pretrial risk assessment tools have been developed,
administered and used in criminal courts across the United States.53
According to its developers, the PSA is a research-based pretrial assessment that provides judicial officers with
information to help assess a person’s likelihood of returning to court for future hearings and remaining crime free
while on pretrial release.
The PSA generates scores that predict three pretrial outcomes:
• Failure to appear in court pretrial;
• New criminal arrest while on pretrial release; and,
• New violent criminal arrest while on pretrial release.
The PSA’s developers state that the PSA was created using the largest, most diverse set of pretrial records ever
assembled—approximately 750,000 cases from roughly 300 jurisdictions across the United States. They further
state that the developers identified and tested hundreds of variables that were ultimately reduced to nine factors
that, in their view, most effectively predicted new criminal arrest, failure to appear and new violent criminal arrest.
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According to its developers, the PSA does not rely on factors such as race, ethnicity, or geography. Rather, the factors
used by the PSA are:
• The person’s age at the time of arrest;
• Whether the current offense is violent;
• Whether the person had a pending charge at the time of the current offense;
• Whether the person has a prior misdemeanor conviction;
• Whether the person has a prior felony conviction;
• Whether the person has prior convictions for violent crimes;
• Whether the person has failed to appear at a pretrial hearing in the last two years;
• Whether the person failed to appear at a pretrial hearing more than two years ago; and
• Whether the person has previously been sentenced to incarceration.54
The PSA is currently being used statewide in Arizona, Kentucky, New Jersey, and Utah. It is also being used in a
number of major cities and surrounding areas, including Allegheny County (Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania; Cook County
(Chicago), Illinois; Harris County (Houston), Texas; Lucas County (Toledo), Ohio; Mecklenburg County (Charlotte),
North Carolina; Milwaukee County, Wisconsin; New Orleans, Louisiana; San Francisco County, California; Santa Cruz
County, California; and Tulare County, California.55 According to the PSA website, “[h]undreds of localities across
the United States use the Public Safety Assessment (PSA). Dozens more are in the process of implementing it.”56

B. A PSA Report
In most, but not all, jurisdictions, it appears the PSA is prepared by a court-based office, often a local pretrial services
office. A PSA report may be ordered by a court or prepared automatically for all criminal accused in a jurisdiction.
Once a PSA assessment is completed, a report is generated that summarizes the results, including a person’s scaled
risk scores and results for each risk factor.
Each system-generated report is unique to the person who has been assessed; it is defendant-specific, chargespecific, and assessment-specific. The standard PSA Report (reproduced below) provides an example of the layout
and types of information presented to a judicial officer who makes pretrial decisions, including the following:
• Basic demographic information, including the defendant’s name, arrest data and the date of the PSA;
• A list of current charges;
• PSA prediction scores for three pretrial outcomes (failure to appear before trial, new criminal activity
and new violent criminal activity), ranked on a scale from 1 to 6;
• The defendant’s answers to each of the nine risk factors identiﬁed by the PSA; and,
• The defendant’s “Presumptive Release Level”, based on the Release Conditions Matrix.
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12A

Name:
PID:

Standard PSA Report

John Defendant
123456

Arrest Date:
PSA Completion Date:

06/15/17
06/16/17

Current Charge(s): 14-113.9 FINANCIAL CARD THEFT F 1

PSA Score
FAILED TO APPEAR

1

2

3

4

5

6

3

4

5

6

NEW CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

1

2

NEW VIOLENT CRIMINAL ACTIVITY FLAG: NO

Risk Factor:

Presumptive Release Level

1. Age of Current Arrest:

23 or Older

2. Current Violent Offense
2a. Current Violent Offense
20 Years Old or Younger:

No

3. Pending Charge at the Time of Offense:

No

4. Prior Misdemeanor Conviction:

Yes

5. Prior Felony Conviction:

Yes

5a. Prior Conviction:

Yes

No

6. Prior Violent Conviction

0

7. Prior Failure to Appear in Past 2 Years

1

Based on the Release Conditions
Matrix, the defendant’s presumptive
release level is Release Level 2.

8. Prior Failure to Appear Older than 2 Years Yes
9. Prior Sentence to Incarceration:

Yes

© 2018 Laura and John Arnold Foundation. Your use of this work and the Public Safety
Assessment™ (PSA) is subject to applicable Terms and Conditions, including compliance
with the PSA Core Requirements, available at www.psapretrial.org/terms
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C. The PSA and Decision Framework and Release Conditions Matrix
The PSA’s developers explicitly state that the PSA Report itself is only used to help measure an accused’s pretrial
risk, whereas a second set of policy frameworks (called the Decision Framework and the Release Conditions Matrix)
are used to help manage that risk.
The Decision Framework and the Release Conditions Matrix are developed by local stakeholders when
implementing the PSA. The Decision Framework and Release Conditions Matrix help match pretrial release
conditions with an accused’s PSA scores. They are supposed to reflect local statutes, court rules, and policy
preferences regarding pretrial release, conditions or other “activities.”
This distinction between a PSA score and the Decision Framework/Release Conditions Matrix is important, as the
LCO will discuss later.
The charts below reproduce a PSA Release Conditions Matrix.
The first chart is a grid that matches a person’s scores on two PSA scales (Fail to Appear and New Criminal Activity)
to presumptive levels of pretrial release:
New Criminal Activity (NCA)Scaled Score
Failure to
Appear (FTA)
Scaled Score

1

2

1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

2

Release
Level 1

3

4

5

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 2

3

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 2

Release
Level 3

4

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 1

Release
Level 2

Release
Level 3

5

Release
Level 2

Release
Level 2

Release
Level 2

Release
Level 2

Release
Level 3

Release
Level 3

Release
Level 3

Release
Level 3

6

6

The second chart is a table detailing the specific conditions associated with each level of pretrial release:
Pretrial Release Level
Release Activities and Conditions

1

2

3

Mandatory Statutory Conditions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Court Reminders

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Criminal History Checks Once per Month
Check-in Once per Month
Other Case-Specific Conditions

Yes
If court-ordered
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D. Variations Amongst Pretrial Risk Assessments
There is considerable variability among pretrial risk assessments in use in the United States.
Pretrial risk assessments often vary in how they are administered, what data or factors they rely on, and the
sophistication of their algorithms. For example, the data used in a pretrial risk assessment may be automatically
prepopulated or input by humans. The form and content of risk assessment outcome reports can also vary
considerably.
In the US, there may even be several different types of risk assessments used within the same jurisdiction. In
California, for example, at least four different risk assessment tools are in use in different counties across the state,
each with different attributes, definitions of misconduct and predictors.57
Generally speaking, inputs into a risk assessment include data about an accused’s criminal history or criminal-related
misconduct. Some risk assessment tools may also include data about the accused’s socio-economic factors such
as education, age, gender, marital status or neighbourhood. Risk assessment tools may include both static and
dynamic factors.58
Some risk assessment tools may also rely on data from lengthy personal interviews that attempt to discern (and
measure) the accused’s history of drug and alcohol use, mental health, family and employment history. For example,
the COMPAS tool, depending on how it is implemented, can rely on an interview with up to 137 questions or inputs
covering both risk factors and needs assessment factors, such as
• Current charges
• Offense History
• Associates/Peers
• Family
• Financial Status
• Leisure/Recreation
• Residential Stability
• Social Environment
• Vocation
• Education
• Mental Health
• Substance Abuse
• Criminal Attitudes-Thinking59
Finally, one of the most controversial and significant differences between tools is whether they are developed by
government agencies, courts, non-profit foundations or private companies. For example, the PSA was developed
the Arnold Foundation, a non-profit foundation. The Arnold Foundation has publicly disclosed considerable
information about how its algorithm operates. COMPAS, by way of contrast, was developed privately. COMPAS relies
upon a proprietary algorithm and the company prevents the disclosure of information revealing how factors are
weighed or how risk scores are determined. The failure to disclose this information has significant implications for
algorithmic transparency and due process, as will be discussed below.
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In this section, the LCO summarizes a number of important lessons and observations regarding AI and algorithms
in the American criminal justice system. The purpose of this review is to highlight the issues and questions that will
likely arise in Canada if, or more likely when, Canadian policymakers begin to consider the use of AI or algorithmic
tools in our criminal justice system. This review will also highlight the legal analysis, academic research, operational
experience, community evaluations and best practices that have developed in response to algorithmic pretrial risk
assessments. Importantly, the LCO believes that many of these issues and lessons have implications for the use of
algorithmic tools in the civil or administrative justice systems as well.
This review is by no means definitive. The LCO’s objective, rather, is to introduce important questions, choices,
controversies and proposals so that Canadian policymakers and stakeholders are better-informed.
The LCO has identified ten important lessons and observations, divided into two broad categories:
Data Discrimination, Transparency and Scoring
Issue #1
Issue #2
Issue #3
Issue #4
Issue #5

Bias In, Bias Out
The “Metrics of Fairness”
Data Transparency
Data Accuracy, Reliability and Validity
Data Literacy: Risk Scores and Automation Bias

Law, Policy and Litigation
Issue #6
Issue #7
Issue #8
Issue #9
Issue #10

The Difference Between Predictions, Law and Policy
Best Practices in Risk Assessments
Public Participation
Algorithmic Accountability
The Limits of Litigation

A. Data Discrimination, Transparency and Scoring
All AI or algorithmic systems rely on data. Data trains the system. Data calibrates the system. And the “outputs” of
these systems are typically some kind of data “score” or statistical prediction. As a result, data issues are a
fundamental feature of AI and algorithmic design, development, implementation and oversight.
The “bias in, bias out” issue is probably the most widely discussed algorithmic data issue. The US experience
illustrates, however, that questions about data discrimination, data transparency and data literacy go far beyond
questions of historic bias.

Issue #1: Bias In, Bias Out
The most trenchant and troubling criticism of pretrial risk assessments – and many other forms of AI and algorithms
in criminal justice – is that that they are racist. For these reasons, organizations such as Human Rights Watch believe
algorithmic risk assessments to be “a sophisticated form of racial profiling.”60
This argument has many aspects, but the most common concern relates to the use of historic data. The issue is
summarized concisely by David Robinson and Logan Keopke:
Pretrial risk assessment instruments face an inherent legitimacy problem: The world of mass
incarceration and racially inequitable criminal law that exists today also provides the data upon
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which pretrial risk assessment instruments are based. There is, justifiably, distrust that tools
developed on data reflecting this racially inequitable system will avoid perpetuating these patterns,
let alone advance substantial reform.61
In its most reductive form, this argument is straightforward: Because the training data or “inputs” used by risk
assessment algorithms – arrests, convictions, incarceration sentences, education, employment – are themselves
the result of racially disparate practices, the results or scores of pretrial risk assessments are inevitably biased. In
other words: “bias in, bias out.”62
It is important to note that race is not included as an explicit variable in of any of these systems. However, excluding
race itself does not necessary mean that factors that correlate heavily to an individual’s race are excluded. Nor are
factors that have disparate impact based on the race of the individual, such as arrests or a question that asks a
criminal defendant the number of times he or she has been stopped by the police.
For many in the US, the “bias in, bias out” argument is conclusive proof that algorithmic risk assessments and other
algorithmic tools should never be used in criminal justice decision-making. For others, however, algorithmic risk
assessment tools are valuable because they have the potential to reveal systemic bias and discrimination. For
example, a number of scholars and advocates believe that
With the appropriate requirements in place, algorithms create the potential for new forms of
transparency and hence opportunities to detect discrimination that are otherwise unavailable. The
specificity of algorithms also makes transparent tradeoffs among competing values. This implies
algorithms are not only a threat to be regulated; with the right safeguards, they can be a potential
positive force for equity.63
The contrast between these perspectives – algorithms as perpetuating bias versus algorithms as revealing bias –
runs through the entire algorithmic debate.
From a Canadian perspective, the American “bias in, bias out” debate has clear implications for any Canadian
jurisdiction considering algorithmic tools in any number of justice contexts where racially disparate practices have
been proven or alleged, including policing, bail, sentencing and child welfare.
In the Canadian criminal justice system, the over-representation of Black people in arrests and convictions has been
demonstrated repeatedly, most recently by the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC).64 The OHRC’s August
2020 report, A Disparate Impact, demonstrated the racial disparity in arrests and charges by the Toronto Police
Service. The OHRC’s analysis, based on Toronto Police Service data, demonstrated that:
• In data from 2013 to 2017, Black people are “grossly” over-represented in discretionary, lower-level
charges and are more likely than White people to face low-quality charges with a low probability of
conviction.
• The charge rate for Black people was 3.9 times greater than for White people and 7.1 times greater
than the rate for people from other racialized groups.
• Although they represented only 8.8% of Toronto’s population in 2016 Census data, Black people
represented 42.5% of people involved in obstruct justice charges and were 4.8 times more likely to be
charged with obstruct justice offences than their representation in the general population would
predict.65
Equally important is the long-standing overrepresentation of Indigenous persons in the Canadian criminal justice
system. In a statement released earlier this year, the Federal Correctional Investigator reported that:
• While accounting for 5% of the general Canadian population, the number of federally sentenced
Indigenous people has been steadily increasing for decades. More recently, custody rates for
Indigenous people have accelerated, despite an overall decline in the inmate population.
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• Since April 2010, the Indigenous inmate population has increased by 43.4%, whereas the nonIndigenous incarcerated population has declined over the same period by 13.7%.
• Indigenous women now account for 42% of the women inmate population in Canada.
The Correctional Investigator stated “[o]n this trajectory, the pace is now set for Indigenous people to comprise
33% of the total federal inmate population in the next three years.”66
The OHRC and Federal Correctional Investigator data is consistent with earlier reports and studies addressing
policing and convictions of Black and Indigenous persons in the Canadian justice system. This research is
thoughtfully summarized in The Citizen Lab’s report, To Surveil and Predict, discussed above.67
As in the US, any AI or algorithmic tool used in the Canadian criminal justice system is likely to be carefully
scrutinized and challenged on the basis of “data discrimination.” These challenges could take several forms,
including, but not limited to, challenges to a system’s training data. Discrimination-related challenges could also
be based a system’s statistical and predictive reliability, accuracy or bias.
These challenges could be framed on one or more of several grounds:
Most obviously, data discrimination could be challenged on basis of Charter sections 7 or 15. For example, section
7 could be used to challenge an automated decision-making process if data discrimination results in a depravation
of life, liberty or security of the person. Similarly, section 15 could be used to challenge an AI or algorithmic tool if
it is alleged to disproportionately impact, or be biased against, vulnerable groups on the basis of disability, socioeconomic disadvantage, race or other factors. Data discrimination could also be challenged on the basis of the
“intersectionality” of categories of discrimination (such as race, sex, mental disability, Indigenous identity).68
Data discrimination could also potentially be challenged though human rights provisions, privacy rights, tort law,
class actions, or even the “precautionary principle” in environmental law.
The LCO believes it is incumbent on Canadian governments, legal professionals, academics, technologists, NGOs
and community representatives to develop a comprehensive plan to analyze and address these important legal
issues. Racial data discrimination by AI and algorithms has been studied and analyzed extensively in the American
justice system. The LCO is not aware of equivalent scholarship in which racial discrimination, AI and algorithms
have been analyzed according to Canadian law, history and practices.69 Nor is the LCO aware of equivalent Canadian
scholarship considering data discrimination, AI and algorithms and Indigenous peoples or disabled persons.70
This is an obvious need that should be proactively and comprehensively addressed before developing or
implementing any AI or algorithmic tool in criminal justice (or any other context, for that matter). However, legal
analysis alone is not sufficient to ensure AI and algorithmic systems do not discriminate. Equally important is the
need to identify legal rules or frameworks that ensure these systems are legally accountable. The LCO will outline
several potential strategies in the discussion titled “Algorithmic Accountability” below.

Issue #2: The “Metrics of Fairness”
In addition to the “bias in, bias out” argument, Canadian policymakers seeking to understand risk assessments in
either the criminal or civil context must understand the “metrics of fairness.” Canadian policymakers should also
understand that the word “”discrimination” carries a very different meaning in engineering conversations than it
does in public policy.”71
According to some, an algorithm may be free from racial bias or race-neutral even though it relies on historic data.
How can this be? The answer lies in complex questions concerning statistical measures of racial equality and
statistical definitions of fairness.
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The COMPAS controversy illustrates this issue. ProPublica compared COMPAS risk scores with criminal accused’s
actual outcomes over two years. ProPublica’s analysis showed that a Black defendant who was not rearrested within
the study period was approximately twice as likely to be classiﬁed as high risk as a White defendant who was not
rearrested. ProPublica saw these differences as evidence of racial bias and concluded that COMPAS was “biased
against blacks”72 because COMPAS erroneously labeled Black accused as twice as likely to reoffend as White accused.
Northpointe, the company that owns COMPAS, rejected this analysis and argued that ProPublica’s data showed
that COMPAS was race neutral. Northpointe claimed that Black and White defendants were actually rearrested at
equal rates. In their view, the tool was fair and neutral because a high-risk COMPAS classiﬁcation meant the same
chance of re-arrest for Black and White accused.
At a technical level, the COMPAS controversy demonstrated how different measures of statistical fairness are crucial
in determining whether an algorithm should be considered discriminatory or race-neutral.73 More importantly, the
controversy demonstrated that the burden for statistical errors may not be shared equally. For example, a statistical
measure that over-classifies criminal accused as risky may effectively replicate (or worsen) existing patterns of racial
disparity. This was part of ProPublica’s argument: COMPAS was racist because the burden of statistical errors fell on
the same racialized communities who are over-policed/sentenced in first place.
The American discussion on how to reconcile, or at least understand, the relationship between statistical measures
of fairness and legal principles is just beginning. This debate is unlikely to be resolved soon or conclusively, as there
appears to be up to six different statistical measures that can be used to evaluate pretrial risk assessments.74
Unfortunately, American law has not yet provided a clear framework for how to evaluate measures of racial equality
in statistics or how to evaluate if an algorithm is biased or not. According to Professor Sandra Mayson, “the law
provides no useful guidance about which to prioritize.”75 Professor Aziz Huq goes further, stating that American
constitutional law “provides no credible guidance” to assess racial equity in risk assessments.76
The LCO is unaware of any equivalent debate or discussion in the Canadian justice context. The LCO notes, however,
that this debate will very likely arise in Canada as well, as the choice of statistical measure can have significant
implications for personal liberty, racial equity and the credibility of decision-making in the criminal justice system.
In these circumstances, Canadian policymakers, academics, technologists, justice professionals and community
representatives would be well-advised to consider these issues before a large scale implementation of AI or
algorithms in the criminal justice system.

Issue #3: Data Transparency
One of the most public and significant issues that has arisen in the United States regarding pretrial risk assessments,
and many other types of AI or algorithmic tools, is the lack of transparency about data and how these tools work.
These criticisms often are part of a larger “black box” critique of AI and algorithms. In the data context, however,
transparency concerns generally relate to:
• The inputs or data used by the system, including training data;
• How those inputs/data are weighted by an algorithm; and,
• Whether speciﬁc factors (or combinations of factors) are proxies for problematic or impermissible
variables, such as race and poverty.77
(The LCO will discuss other aspects of transparency in the due process discussion below.)
The challenges presented by the lack of data transparency are two-fold. First, a lack of data transparency makes it
difficult for researchers and outside experts to evaluate and audit algorithms in order to test for accuracy and bias.
Second, a lack of data transparency makes it harder to bring legal challenges to the use of these tools.
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In response to these criticisms, many American organizations have argued forcefully for much greater transparency
for all aspects of pretrial risk assessments, including data transparency.
In the international context, there are many proposals and ideas to improve the transparency and accountability
of datasets and data variables in AI and algorithms. A small sample of such proposals would include competing
approaches suggested by the New York City Automated Decisions Systems Task Force,78 the AI Now Institute79 and
Harvard University’s Berkman Klein Center.80 Unfortunately, there is no international consensus on how to best
ensure data transparency and accountability. Nevertheless, many best practices and law reform proposals have
been developed that offer promising starting points. These initiatives will be discussed later in this paper and in
the LCO’s second and third Issue Papers.
Any introduction of algorithmic risk assessments or tools in the Canadian justice system will inevitably raise
questions about data transparency and accountability. Canadian readers will be familiar with data transparency
debates surrounding issues like police carding and Sidewalk Labs.81 These debates mirror American debates on
data transparency and risk assessments closely. As a result, there is an urgent need to consider these issues from a
Canadian perspective. This effort must be multidisciplinary and involve multiple stakeholders, especially from
communities who are most likely to be affected by these technologies.
The LCO will outline several potential strategies to ensure data transparency in AI and algorithmic systems used in
criminal proceedings in the discussion titled “Algorithmic Accountability” below.

Issue #4: Data Accuracy, Reliability and Validity
Issues regarding the accuracy, reliability and validity of data are foundational to the success and/or legitimacy of
any AI or algorithmic tool used by government, courts or tribunals.
Experience demonstrates that data issues and choices are both consequential and controversial. Canadians
considering or developing algorithmic tools must be mindful of the choices, consequences, best practices and
requirements inherent in data practices before implementing risk assessments or any other AI or algorithmic tools
in the criminal justice system.
It is self-evident that any algorithmic tool will need to rely on data that is accurate, reliable and valid.82 The following
examples demonstrate how relying on data that is not accurate, reliable or valid can have significant negative
consequences:
• Timeliness and “zombie predictions.” Keopke and Robinson warn that algorithms or risk assessment
tools based on data that does not reflect current practise will likely make “zombie predictions.”83 These
are predictions based on data from times and places that are materially different from where the
prediction is being made.84
• Legality. New York City recently announced it was developing a new risk assessment tool. According to
reports, this new tool will be based, in part, on data from 2009 to 2015, when the New York City Police
were using stop and frisk arrest practices, which were subsequently held unconstitutional.
• Geography. Many risk assessment tools in the US (including the PSA) are trained on data that comes
from multiple jurisdictions, meaning that local predictions may not be accurate.
Questions about data accuracy, reliability and validity are not technical questions best left to developers or
statisticians. Issues such as the reasonableness or appropriateness of a dataset, whether or not a dataset is
sufficiently reliable, whether new data should be given more weight, and the characteristics selected by developers
as most relevant can have important practical and legal consequences. These issues, like so many others, have to
be surfaced, debated and decided publicly.
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There are many articles, reports and recommendations regarding best practices for data in pretrial risk assessments
and similar tools, including several Partnership on AI proposals, addressing requirements on how measure for
intended variables,85 bias,86 distinct predictions87 and data retention and reproducibility.88
It is not clear whether Canadian criminal databases, such as Ontario’s ICON (Integrated Courts Offenses Network)
or CPIC (Canadian Police Information Centre), meet these standards.
In any event, Canadian policymakers need to consider these issues if and when they develop similar tools in the
Canadian justice system. Most importantly, the LCO believes that governments should work towards transparent
data standards applicable to AI and algorithmic systems in collaboration with appropriate stakeholders.

Issue #5: Data Literacy: Risk Scores and Automation Bias
Scoring is endemic in algorithmic tools, be it in the justice system or private sector applications, such as credit
scores. The growing use of scoring by public institutions and private corporations has led some to argue that we
now live in a “scored society.”89
As noted above, AI and algorithms typically give an individual a low, medium or high score for some kind of activity
(including but not limited to recidivism, criminality, welfare fraud, eligibility for services, likelihood of child abuse,
likelihood of defaulting on a loan, etc.).
At first glance, scoring appears to provide simple, easy to understand and usable summaries of complex statistical
predictions. The PSA sample report reproduced above is a good example of this. It is important to understand,
however, that the determination of what constitutes a low, medium or high score is an explicit policy choice, not a
statistical or technical outcome. An algorithm will produce a numerical prediction. Human decision-makers decide
whether or how to label a statistical prediction as a low, medium or high risk. Nor does scoring always correspond
to our common sense understanding of risk. As a result, risk scoring can be extremely misleading or prejudicial
unless users are literate about what the score really means and how it was determined.
The labelling of risk has important consequences: A high risk score in criminal justice is obviously stigmatizing. A
person unaware of the mechanics of risk prediction may intuitively think that a high score means an accused is
more likely than not to be rearrested. This may be incorrect. Koepke and Robinson report the majority of people
who are labeled as high risk by many current American risk assessment tools will not be rearrested if released
pretrial.90 In other words, in contrast to popular perceptions, a person with a high risk score is actually more likely
to be successful than not.
Similarly, many algorithmic tools make predictions about whether something negative (such as rearrest, committing
a crime, welfare fraud, etc.) is likely to occur. Many critics note that by emphasizing the prospect of failure — rather
than the more likely prospect of success — AI and algorithmic tools effectively stigmatize individuals, particularly
low income, racialized or vulnerable communities. In the criminal justice context, critics further suggest that a tool’s
emphasis on the prospect of failure can erode the presumption of innocence.91
Koepke and Robinson also identify an important but subtle example of how a risk score may mistakenly appear to
be consistent with legal rules.92 Current algorithmic risk assessment tools predict the likelihood of re-arrest and fail
to appear over a fixed time period, typically two years. If a defendant’s period of pretrial release is half as long as a
tool’s time horizon, then the defendant will be less likely to be rearrested than the tool predicts. Unless this aspect
of the risk score is disclosed and understood, the risk score and tool may be misleading.
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Finally, experience in the United States demonstrates that risk assessment tools often raise issues concerning
“human computer interface” or automation bias. The Partnership on AI addresses these issues at some length. The
PAI notes that
One of the key challenges of statistical decision-making tools is the phenomenon of automation
bias, where information presented by a machine is viewed as inherently trustworthy and above
skepticism. This can lead humans to over-rely on the accuracy or correctness of automated
systems.93
…one often overlooked aspect of fairness is the way risk scores are translated for human users.
Developers and jurisdictions deploying risk assessment tools must ensure that tools convey their
predictions in a way that is straightforward to human users and illustrate how those predictions are
made. This means ensuring that interfaces presented to judges, clerks, lawyers, and defendants are
clear, easily understandable, and not misleading.94
The impact of data literacy issues can be significant for both individuals and for systemic fairness and bias. The
qualifications and subtleties about risk scores can be easily overlooked in individual cases, especially in busy courts.
A high-risk score can become a convenient, critical and quick measure of a defendant’s suitability for release. Absent
procedural protections and a proper understanding of the limits of data scoring, there may be significant risk or
prejudice to a defendant’s right to fair hearing and to present arguments on their own behalf.
As in many cases with data issues, the choices and options surrounding risk scores appear to be technical but are
not. In these circumstances, it is crucial that the data literacy of stakeholders in the Canadian justice system be
improved. Everyone involved (including governments, courts, tribunals, judges, counsel, and the individuals and
communities affected by these systems) must be able to understand the data and policy choices behind statistical
predictions. As in other areas, failure to makes this literacy equal risks further entrenching existing biases and
inequality.

B. Due Process, Public Participation and Law Reform
Many of the issues discussed so far highlight the importance of understanding and discussing the significant data
issues and choices inherent in the design, development and deployment of these systems. The following sections
discuss important legal and policy issues that are inclusive of, but go further than, data questions. More specifically,
these sections discuss:
Issue #6 The Distinction Between Predictions, Law and Policy
Issue #7 Best Practices in Risk Assessments
Issue #8 Public Participation
Issue #9 Algorithmic Accountability
Issue #10 The Limits of Litigation

Issue #6: The Distinction Between Predictions, Law and Policy
Canadian policymakers and stakeholders considering AI or algorithms in criminal justice need to understand the
distinction between a statistical prediction and the policy decision that renders that prediction into an “action
directive.” This is another example of how an apparently technical decision can embed significant law and public
policy decisions.
Recall that the PSA tool has two basic parts: 1) the PSA risk score and 2) an accompanying “release matrix” that
recommends actions (release/detention/conditions/services/etc.) based on that score. In this manner, the PSA risk
score is used to measure risk and the “release matrix” is used to manage risk. As discussed above, the
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recommendations included in release matrix are not determined by the PSA algorithm. They are, rather, determined
by local policymakers who decide what restrictions/conditions/services are suggested by different risk scores.
In these circumstances, it can be argued that the “release matrix” may actually have greater impact on pretrial release
than the actual risk scores. Consider some of the issues that must be considered when developing a pretrial release
matrix:
• Does the release matrix conform with constitutional law, relevant statutes, judicial decisions and
practice guidelines?
• What conditions or recommendations are suggested for high, medium or low risk scores?
• What risk score justiﬁes pretrial release or pretrial detention?
• How should the release matrix account for local services?
Needless to say, these are complicated, contested and consequential questions of law, criminology, social policy
and social services. These questions cannot and should not be answered by an algorithm’s developers or a
small, closed group of decision-makers. Unfortunately, American experience demonstrates that the choices
embedded in decision frameworks or release matrices can sometimes lack transparency or appropriate public
participation/scrutiny.
The American experience should also remind Canadian policymakers and stakeholders not to focus exclusively on
the accuracy or operation of an algorithmic tool. This insight is easily obscured given the complexity of these systems
and the issues they raise.
This discussion raises two further thoughts:
First, it is important to remember that the distinction between predictions, law and policy apply in non-criminal
areas of algorithmic risk assessment as well. For example, there are many algorithmic tools in use that provide
predictions/recommendations regarding child abuse, fraud in government services, and a range of other activities.95
The analysis here applies to these applications as well: Algorithmic risk scores measure risk. Policymakers decide
how to manage risk.
Second, many of the criticisms of pretrial algorithmic risk assessment in criminal law reflect concerns that these
tools will be used to over-incarcerate or overly-restrict criminal accused, particularly for racialized accused. Once we
appreciate the distinction between predictions and policy, however, we can begin to think about redirecting these
tools positively or constructively. This idea will be discussed further in the LCO’s Conclusion, “Rethinking Risk
Assessments”.

Issue #7: Best Practices in Risk Assessments
As noted earlier, the introduction and widespread implementation of pretrial risk assessments in the US has spurred
an extraordinary outpouring of research, policy-development, community organizing, reassessment and reflection.
From a Canadian perspective, it appears the debate and issues have shifted enormously in a very short period.
One of the major advances in this period has been the development of a wide number of best practices and reform
proposals. For example, many organizations, notwithstanding their opposition to pretrial risk assessments in
general, have proposed detailed protocols or “minimum requirements” for the development, deployment and
governance of these systems.
An important, consistent theme in these proposals is the need to incorporate the principles of equality, due process,
the presumption of liberty, community participation, transparency and accountability into all aspects of pretrial
risk assessment.
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The 2018 “Shared Statement of Civil Rights Concerns”, discussed above, offers a good example of the pretrial risk
assessment reform approach.96 The Statement, signed by more than 100 civil rights, digital justice and communitybased organizations, identified six principles to guide their use:
Principle 1
If in use, a pretrial risk assessment instrument must be designed and implemented in ways that
reduce and ultimately eliminate unwarranted racial disparities across the criminal justice system
Principle 2
If in use, a pretrial risk assessment instrument must never recommend detention; instead, when a
tool does not recommend immediate release, it must recommend a pretrial release hearing that
observes rigorous procedural safeguards. Such tools must only be used to significantly increase rates
of pretrial release and, where possible, to ascertain and meet the needs of accused persons before
trial, in combination with individualized assessments of those persons…
Principle 3
Neither pretrial detention nor conditions of supervision should ever be imposed, except through an
individualized, adversarial hearing. The hearing must be held promptly to determine whether the
accused person presents a substantial and identifiable risk of flight or (in places where such an
inquiry is required by law) specific, credible danger to specifically identified individuals in the
community…
Principle 4
If in use, a pretrial risk assessment instrument must be transparent, independently validated, and
open to challenge by an accused person’s counsel. The design and structure of such tools must be
transparent and accessible to the public.
Principle 5
If in use, a pretrial risk assessment instrument must communicate the likelihood of success upon
release in clear, concrete terms.
Principle 6
If in use, a pretrial risk assessment instrument must be developed with community input, revalidated
regularly by independent data scientists with that input in mind, and subjected to regular,
meaningful oversight by the community.
The Shared Statement also includes detailed specifications for how these principles could be achieved.
The Shared Statement is just one of many best practice models. Another important model is the AI Now’s
Algorithmic Impact Assessment, which is a sophisticated framework for assessing, evaluating and monitoring AI
and algorithmic systems in use by government, including systems in the criminal justice system.97
Other helpful proposals and practices have been developed by the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society
(identifying four phases when adopting a risk assessment tool: development, procurement, implementation, and
testing),98 the Electronic Frontier Foundation (policy guide for judges and judicial officers),99 the National Legal Aid
Defenders Association (NLADA),100 ethical design standards (with leading examples drawn from the Toronto
Declaration on Machine Learning101 and the work of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)),102
and initiatives from the Government of Canada (discussed below) and New Zealand.103
In the LCO’s view, these best practices are an important benchmark against which to evaluate the design,
development, deployment and governance of pretrial risk assessments or other AI or algorithmic tools that may
be considered in the Canadian justice system.
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Importantly, best practices development has not been limited to the legal community. The AI technical community
has also developed best practices for the responsible development and deployment of algorithmic risk assessments.
For example, the PAI has developed principles agreed upon by a broad cross-section of the AI community, including
requirements addressing:
• Accuracy, validity and bias of risk assessment tools;
• Human-computer interface issues; and
• Governance, transparency and accountability issues.
The PAI’s ten “minimum requirements for the responsible deployment of criminal risk assessment tools” include:
Requirement 1: Training datasets must measure the intended variables104
Requirement 2: Bias in statistical models must be measured and mitigated105
Requirement 3: Tools must not conﬂate multiple distinct predictions106
Requirement 4: Predictions and how they are made must be easily interpretable107
Requirement 5: Tools should produce conﬁdence estimates for their predictions108
Requirement 6: Users of risk assessment tools must attend trainings on the nature and
limitations of the tools109
Requirement 7: Policymakers must ensure that public policy goals are appropriately reﬂected
in these tools110
Requirement 8: Tool designs, architectures, and training data must be open to research,
review, and criticism111
Requirement 9: Tools must support data retention and reproducibility to enable meaningful
contestation and challenges112
Requirement 10: Jurisdictions must take responsibility for the post-deployment evaluation,
monitoring, and auditing of these tools113
The LCO is not offering the best practices or “minimum requirements” identified here as ready-made solutions for
the Canadian justice system. These practices and standards were developed in the United States in response to
American issues. That said, the LCO certainly agrees with many of these best practices in principle, particularly those
that address racial bias, due process and the need for broad participation in algorithmic development and oversight.
More prosaically, the LCO wants to emphasize that there is no reason for Canadian policymakers and stakeholders
to believe they are starting from scratch. There are many available resources to start these discussions.

Issue #8: Public Participation
The American experience demonstrates the need for broad participation in the design, development, deployment
and governance of AI and algorithmic systems in the justice system. This insight is confirmed by the LCO’s earlier
work in this area.114
There are many competing proposals and ideas about how to improve public participation in data collection,
systems development and oversight. A particularly high-profile, recent example of the controversies and issues
surrounding public participation concerns the New York City AI Task Force.115 This Task Force was set up in 2018 by
New York City to provide recommendations on broad range of topics related to the use of AI and algorithms by
New York City agencies. In so doing, New York City became the first US jurisdiction to create a task force to come
up with recommendations for government use of AI and algorithms.
The Task Force report includes a comprehensive list of recommendations but did not reach a consensus on many
issues. Shortly after Task Force’s report was published, a large group of community advocates and NGOs published
a “shadow report” which included blistering criticisms of the Task Force’s recommendations and public process.116
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The New York City example illustrates the importance of process and participation when major reforms are being
considered. These issues will come to the forefront in Ontario and Canada when AI and algorithmic tools are more
widely introduced here. Once again, the debates about public participation, AI and algorithms in the American
criminal justice system echo debates in Canada regarding police carding and racial profiling. Canadians would be
well advised to take steps to address the need for meaningful public participation thoughtfully and proactively.
The 2018 “Shared Statement of Civil Rights Concerns” again offers a good example of how and why community
input and public participation is so important. Principle 6 of the Statement reads:
If in use, a pretrial risk assessment instrument must be developed with community input, revalidated
regularly by independent data scientists with that input in mind, and subjected to regular,
meaningful oversight by the community. 117
This principle underscores the significance of risk assessment tools being developed and implemented with input
from diverse members of the local community in which the tool is being employed.
Taking a local and jurisdictional approach to community engagement was also emphasized in a recent panel
discussion by Cherise Fanno Burdeen, the Executive Partner of the Pretrial Justice Institute (PJI).118 She suggests
that each jurisdiction ought to think broadly and critically about the impact of reforms, instead of solely focussing
on the intent of the tool. Ms. Fanno Burdeen notes that even the most carefully prepared tools can fail to be
implemented fairly when there is a lack of communication and engagement with the local community.119
In a recent webcast, PJI members candidly discussed how intentional community engagement and having
discussions with individuals from diverse racial groups became the catalyst for their strong opposition to risk
assessments.120 The term “colorblind racism” was raised during the webcast by Dr. Angela Hattery, co-author of the
book, Policing Black Bodies.121 According to Dr. Hattery, colorblind racism refers to what takes places
when one group of people in power create a system without the voices of anyone else; they often
don’t ask the questions that produce the outcomes that would actually result in racial equity, and by
not asking those questions, they produce policies that not only extend racial injustice, but make it
very easy for white people to buy-in to them.122
Webcast participants further explained that effective community engagement from the onset, not just at the
evaluation stage, is a way to prevent colorblind racism from impacting the implementation and regulation of risk
assessment tools.
Participants also emphasized that when stakeholders and policymakers consult with those most impacted by
pretrial risk assessments—low-income communities and communities of color—they ought to lay aside the need
to intellectualize the dialogue. Instead, they should simply listen with compassion and empathy, embracing a sort
of “testimonial justice”, that is grounded in hearing people’s lived experiences and recognizing that experiences
differ across racial lines.123 Proposed ways of having these dialogues involved explicitly naming the issues and
thinking critically about how white supremacy has affected systems, communities, and individuals; embracing
uncomfortable conversations; examining our understanding of culture and history; as well as each stakeholder
being grounded in their own personal commitment to think about what it means to contribute to racial justice.
The LCO strongly supports broad participation in the design, development, deployment and governance of AI and
algorithmic systems in the Canadian justice system. This participation must include technologists, policymakers,
law makers, and, crucially, the communities who are likely to be most affected by this technology. Unequal access
to information and participation in decision-making about data and technology can significantly worsen existing
biases and inequality.
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Issue #9; Algorithmic Accountability
The American and international “digital rights”, legal, and technology communities have been focussed on
overlapping questions regarding the transparency, accountability and legal protections regarding AI and
algorithmic systems for several years.124 The American debate on these topics is extensive and evolving.
The discussion below outlines some of the specific strategies and proposals that have developed in the United
States to improve algorithmic accountability, including proposals respecting:
• Technological due process;
• Algorithmic transparency;
• Bias and equity;
• Public participation and data literacy;
• Due process, evidence, remedies and the right to counsel; and,
• Technical accountability.
Collectively, these proposals represent a robust regime for addressing legal accountability regarding data,
transparency, bias and due process concerns in AI and algorithms in criminal justice.
Technological Due Process
Many of the emerging proposals to ensure AI and algorithmic accountability are based on “technological due
process” principles and priorities. This concept, based on a seminal 2008 article by Professor Danielle Keats Citron,
suggests that AI and algorithms require deeper analysis of due process and regulatory issues than traditional legal
models may suggest.125 This concept is grounded in a belief that
the accountability mechanisms and legal standards that govern decision processes have not kept
pace with technology. The tools currently available to policymakers, legislators, and courts were
developed primarily to oversee human decisionmakers…our current frameworks are not welladapted for situations in which a potentially incorrect, unjustified, or unfair outcome emerges from
a computer. 126
The key elements of technological due process are transparency, accuracy, accountability, participation, and fairness.
This includes standards over scoring systems; the right to inspect, correct, and dispute inaccurate data; the right to
know the source of data; the right to public disclosure and oversight of data; and the creation of an audit trail for
all algorithmic decisions or recommendations. 127
Algorithmic Transparency
Many of the ideas regarding how to ensure AI and algorithms are legally accountable are organized within a broad
range of issues sometimes called “algorithmic transparency.” Algorithmic transparency is intended to remedy, or at
least mitigate, concerns about the opacity of algorithmic systems and decision-making. As noted by Deven Desai
and Joshua Kroll,
Transparency has been proposed as a solution to mitigating possible undesired outcomes from
automated decision-making… A related fear is that the human designer of a program could have
bad intent and seek to discriminate, suppress speech, or engage in some other prohibited act.
Transparency in this context is the claim that someone “ought to be able to ‘look under the hood’ of
highly advanced technologies like . . . algorithms” as a way to police such behavior.128
Advocates identify various methods/strategies for achieving algorithmic transparency, including 1) disclosure and
2) auditing, impact assessments, evaluation and testing.
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Disclosure
In order to understand the use and impact automated decision-making, one must be aware of its existence and use.
As a result, disclosure of AI and algorithms has become a high-priority justice issue. Disclosure includes both the
existence of a system and a broad range of tools and processes used by the system. Data disclosure is a notable high
priority. Legally, some of the issues that have arisen regarding disclosure of AI and algorithmic systems include:
• What is the deﬁnition of AI, algorithms or automated decisions that would require disclosure?
• When does the disclosure requirement engage? Upon implementation, development, proposal or
procurement?
• Does the disclosure requirement apply to new systems, existing systems or both?
• Who has the responsibility to disclose?
There are many different responses to these issues. The first issue (the definition of AI, algorithms or automated
decision-making) has proven particularly vexing.129 Equally complicated are questions about the extent of disclosure.
The best practices discussed above generally would require any or all of the following information to be disclosed:
• Training data;
• Source code;
• Complete description of design and testing policies and criteria;
• List of factors that tools uses and how they are weighted;
• Thresholds and data used to determine labels for score;
• Outcome data used to validate tools;
• Deﬁnitions of what instrument forecasts and for what time period; and,
• Evaluation and validation criteria and results.
Finally, a particularly important disclosure issue relates to proprietary AI or algorithmic tools, like COMPAS. Advocates
strongly urge governments not to deploy proprietary tools that may rely on trade secret claims to prevent disclosure
and transparency.130
Auditing, Impact Assessments, Evaluation and Testing
In the US, there has been a strong emphasis on ensuring that risk assessments and other AI or algorithmic systems
are subject to extensive auditing, evaluation and testing. In the words of the PAI,
Jurisdictions must periodically publish an independent review, algorithmic impact assessment, or audit
of all risk assessment tools they use to verify that the requirements listed in this report have been met.74
Subsequent audits will need to examine the outcomes and operation of the system on a regular basis.
To ensure transparency and accountability, an independent outside body (such as a review board)
must be responsible for overseeing the audit. This body should be comprised of legal, technical, and
statistical experts, currently and formerly incarcerated individuals, public defenders, public
prosecutors, judges, and civil rights organizations, among others. These audits and their
methodology must be open to public review and comment. To mitigate privacy risks, published
versions of these audits should be redacted and sufficiently blinded to prevent de-anonymization.131
AI Now’s Algorithmic Impact Assessment is a particularly helpful critical framework for assessing, evaluating and
monitoring AI and algorithmic systems in use by government.132
Bias and Equality
In addition to transparency issues, American policymakers and advocates are considering how to ensure AI and
algorithmic systems comply with American constitutional and human rights principles, specifically the Equal
Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment.133
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Some scholars are pessimistic that American constitutional law will offer a useful framework for assessing bias and
equality issues in criminal algorithms, including one who suggests “[i]f there is a lesson here, indeed, it is about the
woeful inadequacy of our constitutional equality norms for the contemporary world.”134
In the face of these challenges – or perhaps because of them – many stakeholders, scholars and advocates offer a
wide range of policy-based or regulatory initiatives to ensure AI and algorithms do not discriminate, including
• Improved transparency, testing, auditing and evaluation of algorithmic systems;
• Improved the collection, accuracy, reliability and disclosure of algorithmic data;
• Statutory or regulatory prohibitions on the use of certain factors in algorithmic decision-making,
including race or potential proxy factors, such as education, employment, geography;
• Statutory or regulatory provisions stating that no racial group should bear the undue burden of errors
made by an algorithmic instrument;
• Refocussing algorithmic tools towards eliminating racial disparities;
• Ensuring greater community participation in design, development, implementation and oversight of AI
and algorithms, particularly from racialized communities; and,
• Mandatory education on the racial effects of algorithmic risk assessments.
It should be noted that for many racial justice advocates, these initiatives, while important, are supplemental to
addressing bias and discrimination as part of larger criminal justice strategy.
Public Participation and Data Literacy
As noted earlier in this report, there has been considerable discussion within the US regarding the need for public
participation, training and data literacy to ensure AI and algorithmic transparency and accountability, both legally and to
the community at large. Some of the notable proposals suggested for achieving accountability through these means
include:
• Ensuring tools are designed with input from members of the local community, including, but not
limited to:
– Independent data scientists;
– Criminal accused;
– Criminal justice system participants and policymakers, including public defenders, judges, and
district attorneys; and
– Community groups focused on racial justice.
• Establishing community advisory boards; and,
• Regular training on tools.
Due Process, Evidence, Remedies and the Right to Counsel
There have been extensive American debates about how to ensure algorithmic risk assessment systems comply
with due process rights regarding fairness, notice, hearing, reasons, appeals and remedies. Legally, due process
issues raise a host of complex questions, including but not limited to:
• What does due process require for AI and algorithms in criminal proceedings?
• What is the nature of notice or disclosure?
• How to ensure a fair hearing and respect for constitutional rights?
• What rules of evidence apply?
• How can or should AI or algorithmic decisions/recommendations be explained?135
• How to ensure the right to challenge AI or algorithmic evidence?
• How to ensure the right to an individualized hearing and decision?
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• What remedies are available?
• Is there a right to appeal and on what grounds?
• Is there a right to counsel?136
American constitutional law has also been inconclusive on due process issues. It appears there have been a limited
number of constitutional challenges to algorithm risk assessments in criminal proceedings based on the US
Constitution’s 5th Amendment and Due Process Clause of 14th Amendment.137
The leading American due process case is a 2016 Wisconsin decision, State v. Loomis.138 In this case, the Wisconsin
Supreme Court held that a trial court’s use of the COMPAS risk assessment tool when sentencing Loomis did not
violate his due process rights, even though the methodology used to produce the assessment was not disclosed
to either the court or the defendant.139
The Loomis decision was an early but incomplete analysis of algorithmic due process in criminal proceedings. As a
result, many American scholars and advocates offer a wide range of policy-based or regulatory initiatives to ensure
procedural safeguards if and when algorithmic tools are used in their criminal justice system.
Many of these proposals are directed at ensuring the oversight role of courts while placing explicit restrictions on
how and when the tools used. Other proposals are directed at ensuring an effective right to challenge the operation
or use of a tool in individual cases.140 The range of these proposals include
• Explicit prohibitions of algorithms recommending detention;
• Explicit requirements that tools be applied in manner consistent with the presumption of innocence
and the right to an individualized hearing;
• Explicit directions as to how tools may be used by decision-makers;
• Explicit recognition of right to inspect and cross-examine risk assessment tools and recommendations
in individual cases, including right to introduce evidence that contradict algorithmic
recommendations;
• Explicit rules governing how scoring is to be developed and framed;
• Expedited and broad appellate review of decisions based, in part, on algorithmic risk assessments;
• Modiﬁcation of rules of practice or evidence to support procedural safeguards;
• Mandatory training for all justice system professionals; and,
• Ensuring defence counsel have time, training and resources to challenge risk assessment
recommendations.
Technical Accountability
Finally, some computer scientists believe AI or algorithmic accountability can be enhanced through a concept called
“technical accountability”. “Technical accountability” is distinct from “technological due process” and is grounded
in computer science, not law. It originates in a critique of the “algorithmic transparency” model described above.
From this perspective, the essential problem with the algorithmic transparency model is that “misunderstands the
nature of computer systems”141 and “will not only fail to deliver critics’ desired results but also may create the illusion
of clarity in cases where clarity is not possible.”142
In the technical accountability model, AI and algorithmic systems must be designed from the very outset with
oversight and accountability in mind. The goal should not be to achieve (or necessarily strive for) perfect
transparency, but rather to have systems generate reliable evidence to verify they function correctly. This could
include complex technical approaches to ensure computer systems achieve procedural regularity143 and to assure
fidelity to substantive policy choices144
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Supporters of this view do not suggest that technical accountability is a substitute for legal accountability. Rather,
they believe that technical accountability is a necessary precondition for legal accountability.
Summary
The LCO is not offering the proposals identified above as ready-made solutions for the Canadian criminal justice
system. These initiatives are obviously grounded in American experience and law. In principle, however, the LCO
supports the American concept of “technological due process.” The LCO also agrees in principle with many of the
specific proposals, particularly those that address data issues, disclosure, racial bias, due process and the need for
broad participation in algorithmic development and oversight.

Issue #10: The Limits of Litigation
It is important to note there has been very little litigation or caselaw considering data discrimination issues in Canada
within the context of data-based AI and algorithms.145 American litigation has been more frequent but is inconclusive.
An important legal milestone in the American debate about risk assessments is the 2016 Wisconsin state court
decision discussed above, State v. Loomis.146 Loomis remains the leading American judicial decision considering the
use and limitations of risk assessments in the US criminal justice system.147
In Loomis, a defendant from La Crosse County, Wisconsin challenged the use of the COMPAS risk assessment tool.
COMPAS had been used by Wisconsin since 2006 and was not subject to any legislative provisions, regulations or
dedicated rules of practice. After Loomis pled guilty, the court requested a presentence investigation report, which
included a risk score calculated using COMPAS. COMPAS identified Loomis as high risk for three types of recidivism
measured by the program: pre-trial recidivism, general recidivism, and violent recidivism.
Loomis ultimately received a six-year prison sentence. The sentencing judge told Loomis “The risk assessment tools
that have been utilized suggest that you’re extremely high risk to reoffend.” Loomis challenged his sentence on due
process grounds, arguing that the judge’s use of the risk assessment score violated his constitutional right to a fair
trial. More specifically, he argued that:
1. His right to be sentenced based on accurate information was violated because the proprietary nature
of COMPAS meant could not review it;
2. His right to an individualized sentence was violated because COMPAS data relies on group
information; and,
3. COMPAS improperly used “gendered assessments.”148
Northpointe (now Equivant), the company that owned COMPAS, refused to provide its proprietary software for the
court’s or Loomis’ review. The Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld this refusal. The court noted, however, that even
though the Loomis was prevented from seeing how his score was calculated, he was still able to verify most of the
inputs into the algorithm because they were based on public records and a questionnaire that he filled out.
The Wisconsin Supreme Court further stated that Loomis’ due process rights were not violated because COMPAS
did not appear to be the sole basis for the trial judge’s sentence.
Notwithstanding these rulings, the court also held that COMPAS had to be used cautiously, and put several limits
on the use of COMPAS in future state court proceedings:
First, the court ruled that COMPAS could only be used to address treatment needs and the risk of recidivism, not
for sentencing purposes.
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Second, the court ruled that if and when a COMPAS report was included in a presentence investigation report, the
presentence report had to include a five-part written warning, specifying that:
The proprietary nature of COMPAS has been invoked to prevent disclosure of information relating to
how factors are weighed or how risk scores are determined.
Because COMPAS risk assessment scores are based on group data, they are able to identify groups of
high-risk offenders—not a particular high-risk individual.
Some studies of COMPAS risk assessment scores have raised questions about whether they
disproportionately classify minority offenders as having higher rates of recidivism.
A COMPAS risk assessment compares defendants to a national sample, but no cross-validation
study for a Wisconsin population has yet been completed. Risk assessment tools must be constantly
monitored and renormed for accuracy due to changing populations and subpopulations.
COMPAS was not developed for use at sentencing but was intended for use by the Department of
Corrections in making determinations regarding treatment, supervision, and parole.
Loomis has been both complemented and criticized.149 The Wisconsin Supreme Court’s elucidation of safeguards
has been praised as an important limitation on the use of AI and algorithms in criminal justice. Criticisms have
centred on the court’s refusal to order disclosure of COMPAS’s proprietary software to allow Loomis to effectively
challenge (or even understand) his COMPAS assessment; the court’s lack of clarity about how judges are to use risk
scores; criticisms of the court’s product warning approach; and the difficulty of assessing whether the risk score
was a determinative factor in the judge’s decision-making process. Other comments on Loomis centre on the fact
that Loomis did not raise an equal protection claim, meaning that the court did not evaluate COMPAS against a
14th Amendment Equal Protection challenge.
Loomis obviously has no precedential value in Canada. Given the differences between American and Canadian
constitutional law, it is arguable if the case even has a modest persuasive value. The LCO is highlighting Loomis,
however, to illustrate why litigation alone is not likely to be an effective means of providing transparency, procedural
safeguards and oversight of algorithmic tools in criminal justice.
Consider just some of the complex statistical, technical and policy issues that could (or should) have been litigated
in Loomis or equivalent cases:
• Is the historic data used to train the COMPAS tool biased, accurate, reliable and valid?
• Are COMPAS risk factors and scores weighed and calculated appropriately?
• Which communities bear the burden of statistical errors?
• Are the conﬁdence estimates for COMPAS predictions appropriate?
• Are COMPAS predictions validated appropriately?
• Does COMPAS use factors such as education or employment as impermissible statistical proxies for
race or gender?
Systemic, technical and normative questions like these (and others) are best addressed through public policy and
multidisciplinary participation, not litigation.
Litigation obviously has an important role in regulating AI and algorithms in the criminal justice system. Many
issues will always be best addressed in open court with the benefit of an evidential record and high-quality and
experienced counsel. To this end, readers should note there is an emerging American community of practice
devoted to “litigating AI.”150 A helpful new Canadian study of this issue is expected later in 2020.151
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Litigation, while obviously necessary to address specific cases, is insufficient to address the systemic statistical,
technical, policy and legal issues that have been addressed in this report so far. As a result, the LCO believes the
most effective response to these issues must ultimately be grounded in some kind of systemic regulation or
statutory framework, in addition to litigation, best practices, algorithmic audits, evaluations, etc.
In the LCO’s view, comprehensive regulation is justified on access to justice principles as well:
Loomis was a comparatively simple, State-court criminal proceeding in which Loomis had already plead guilty. The
COMPAS issue arose at sentencing. It is inconceivable that Loomis or any other criminal defendant (particularly
one represented by a public defender/legal aid or self-represented) would be in a position to mount an effective
challenge to the complex statistical, technical and legal issues raised by COMPAS. This analysis is equally true in
cases where COMPAS, the PSA or any other algorithmic risk assessment tool is used in bail proceedings.
The importance of access to justice (or equal justice, in the American vocabulary) in discussions about AI or
algorithmic accountability in the criminal justice system is perhaps under-appreciated. In the absence of
comprehensive regulation and improved legal aid funding, a criminal accused confronting an algorithmic risk
assessment faces even more difficulty in presenting a full answer and defence to the charges against them.
Unfortunately, these additional hurdles may actually compound the over-representation of low-income and
racialized communities already present in the criminal justice system.
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X. COMPREHENSIVE LAW REFORM
The LCO has tried to demonstrate the urgency and importance of addressing the many novel and complex legal
and policy issues raised by the prospect of AI and algorithms in Canadian criminal proceedings. The LCO has argued
that our existing legal analysis and protections governing the disclosure, accountability, equality and due process
requirements for these systems are likely inadequate. There is a need to ensure Canadian legal standards and rules
keep pace with technology.
Part of the issue in the US, it would seem, is the fact that many, perhaps most, of these systems were implemented
prior to a broad public discussion about how they should be regulated. This approach has caused many problems
that have been subsequently revealed through litigation, press reports and community and academic scrutiny.
Questions regarding disclosure, accountability, equality and due process will surface quickly, repeatedly and
urgently in Canada if and when these systems are used in the Canadian criminal justice system. Fortunately,
Canadians have an opportunity to approach regulatory issues thoughtfully and deliberately. Canadians are also
fortunate that there are many good examples and precedents to help guide and inform our discussions. The
American experience offers an impressive body of legal analysis, academic research, operational experience,
community evaluation, best practices and lessons learned.
Given the complexity of the issues, and the fundamental rights at stake, it is clear to the LCO that the systemic legal
issues raised by this technology cannot be addressed through individual litigation, best practices or piecemeal
legislation. Comprehensive law reform is required. There are many potential legislative or regulatory responses, but
the choices and options between these responses are complex and consequential. What’s important is that the
Canadian legal system proactively address a comprehensive series of issues and options prior to widespread
implementation of these systems.
Government of Canada AI Directive and Government of Ontario Initiatives
Canada’s most important effort to regulate governmental use of AI to make decisions that impact individuals is
Government of Canada’s Directive on Automated Decision-Making (the “Directive”).152
The Directive states that its objective is to:
ensure that Automated Decision Systems are deployed in a manner that reduces risks to Canadians
and federal institutions, and leads to more efficient, accurate, consistent, and interpretable decisions
made pursuant to Canadian Law.153
The Directive states that its expected results are that
Decisions made by federal government departments are data-driven, responsible, and complies
with procedural fairness and due process requirements.
Impacts of algorithms on administrative decisions are assessed and negative outcomes are reduced,
when encountered.
Data and information on the use of Automated Decision Systems in federal institutions are made
available to the public, where appropriate.154
The Directive came into force on April 1, 2019 and was created following an important White Paper and limited
public consultations.155 The Directive applies “systems, tools, or statistical models used to recommend or make an
administrative decision about a client of a federal government department.”156
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The Directive’s requirements are linked to “core administrative law principles such as transparency, accountability,
legality, and procedural fairness”157 and are divided into five categories or stages of use of AI:
• Performing an Impact Assessment158
• Transparency159
• Quality Assurance160
• Recourse161
• Reporting162
The Directive requires an algorithmic impact assessment for every automated decision-making system (ADM),
including the impact on rights of individuals or communities. The algorithmic impact assessment must be released
publicly.163
Based on the impact assessment, an ADM system will be designated as impact level I, II, III or IV. Depending on the
impact level, the Directive requires greater or lesser levels of
• Notice before ADM decisions and explanations after ADM decisions;
• Peer review;
• Employee training; and,
• Human intervention.164
The Directive establishes some requirements that apply to all ADM systems, regardless of their impact level,165
including:
• Access, diligence, testing and auditability requirements for licensed software;
• Release of custom source code that is owned by the Government of Canada;
• Quality assurance and monitoring requirements, including:
– Testing “before launching into production…[to ensure ADM systems] are “tested for unintended
data biases and other factors that may unfairly impact outcomes.”166;
– Monitoring “outcomes of ADM Systems to safeguard against unintentional outcomes and verify
compliance with institutional and program legislation.”167;
• Validating the quality of data collected and used;
• Consultations with government legal services to ensure the use of the ADM complies with
applicable laws;
• Providing individuals with “recourse options that are available to challenge the administrative
decision”168; and,
• Reporting information on effectiveness and efficiency.
The Directive is an important initiative. Even in its early stages, the Directive is a major step forward in supporting
algorithmic accountability at the federal level. Experience will tell whether or not this effort is successful and/or
how the Directive is implemented.
At this point, it is not clear if or how the Directive would apply to the criminal justice system, as the Directive refers
to “administrative decisions” at several points.169 Nor does the Directive explicitly include (or exempt) automated
decision-making tools used in federal criminal proceedings.
The Directive is the most advanced and sophisticated effort to regulate AI and algorithmic accountability in
government decision-making in Canada. The LCO is aware of similar, but early, initiatives at the provincial level,
including the Government of Ontario. The LCO will comment upon those initiatives when more information is
publicly available. The LCO will consider the Directive and similar national frameworks (such as the proposed US
Algorithmic Accountability Act170) in more detail in our second and third Issue Papers.
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The LCO believes that both federal and provincial government initiatives are important, proactive steps to address
some of the accountability issues raised by AI and algorithms in government decision-making. The LCO does not,
however, believe these initiatives alone will address and protect the important disclosure, accountability, equality
and due process issues raised in the criminal justice system. In the LCO’s view, more comprehensive regulation is
needed, the elements of which are discussed below.
Mixed Model of AI and Algorithmic Regulation
The LCO believes that governance of these systems can be achieved through what is sometimes called a “smart
mix” or “mixed model” of AI and algorithmic regulation.171 This model is premised on the belief that no one single
statute, rule or practice is likely to be sufficient to governing AI and algorithmic systems.
In the criminal context, a comprehensive regulatory regime should include both federal and provincial initiatives,
consistent with each government’s jurisdiction in criminal justice. These initiatives should likely address both 1) the
systemic regulation of AI and algorithmic systems used by government, and 2) specific legislation or rules addressing
the use of AI and algorithms in criminal proceedings, including the oversight role of courts and due process
protections. Accordingly, the LCO suggests that a comprehensive regime to ensure algorithmic accountability in
the Canadian criminal justice system should likely include the following elements:
• National standards or regulations governing the development, disclosure and use of AI and algorithmic
systems used by the federal government;
• Provincial standards or regulations governing the development, disclosure and use of AI and
algorithmic data and systems used by the provincial government;
• Amendments to federal and provincial evidence legislation;
• Criminal justice-speciﬁc statutory or regulatory provisions prescribing the parameters of use for AI and
algorithmic tools;
• Criminal justice-speciﬁc disclosure and due process regulations, legislation or practice directions;
• Federal and provincial standards or regulations guaranteeing public participation in the design,
development, implementation and oversight of these systems;
• Training and education for criminal justice system participants; and,
• Ethical design standards.
Identifying the types of legal reforms needed is one thing; identifying the content of those reforms is quite another.
As a starting point, the LCO suggests a valuable approach might be for Canadian policymakers and stakeholders
to consider the proposals and strategies identified in the “Algorithmic Accountability” discussion above, including
proposals respecting:
• Technological due process;
• Algorithmic transparency;
• Bias and equity;
• Public participation and data literacy; and,
• Due process, evidence, remedies and the right to counsel.
The first step in this process would be to establish a broadly-based, participatory strategy to address these issues.
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Canadian governments considering AI or algorithmic tools in our criminal justice system cannot escape the complex
issues, hard choices and public engagement described in this paper. Implementing any tool with potentially such
an extraordinary impact on individual rights and the justice system must be approached thoughtfully, incrementally
and transparently with early and appropriate engagement with a broad range of stakeholders, particularly the
communities who are most likely to be affected by this technology.
The rush to adopt algorithmic pretrial risk assessment tools in the United States was understandable: Algorithmic
risk assessments were considered objective, consistent, evidence-based tools that would help transform the
arbitrary, opaque, and often-racist pretrial decision-making of individual judges, prosecutors and justice systems.
In short, these tools appeared to offer a scientific, objective, modern and transparent way to address long-standing,
complex, entrenched issues of structural racism in the American criminal justice system.
As noted, the expansion of these tools did not go smoothly. In the space of a few short years, there has been an
extraordinary backlash against the use of these systems, including by many of the same organizations and
stakeholders who enthusiastically supported these systems in the first place.
For Canadians, both the outcome and the process of this debate are important. Equally significant are the lessons
we can learn from this experience about the use of AI and algorithms in the criminal justice system.
From a Canadian perspective, the American debate suggests policymakers and stakeholders in this country need
to begin by addressing at least four threshold questions:
1. Should there be a moratorium on algorithmic risk assessments or similar tools in the Canadian
criminal justice system?
2. What is the potential for algorithmic risk assessments in the Canadian criminal justice system?
3. Is there a future where algorithmic risk assessments are used as part of a comprehensive strategy to
advance equity, access to justice and systemic efficiency?
4. What is the path forward?
Many advocates in the United States would answer the first question affirmatively. This belief is based on the many
significant and legitimate criticisms of these systems as presently deployed. In this view, the emphasis placed on
algorithmic risk assessments is either intrinsically wrong (due to insurmountable racial bias or due process concerns)
or strategically misguided (because risk assessments displace other, more effective reforms).
This is a compelling argument, but perhaps not the final word.
Based on our analysis so far, the LCO would certainly agree that widely deploying algorithmic risk assessments in
the Canadian justice system at this time would be a mistake. The LCO’s research demonstrates the risks of adopting
unproven and under-evaluated technologies too quickly. The US experience also demonstrates the hazards of
relying too heavily on a simple, technological solution (algorithmic risk assessments) to address complex, longstanding and structural problems (bail reform, racism in the American justice system).
At the same time, many American NGOs, legal groups and academics have begun to rethink and refocus algorithmic
risk assessments in significant ways.
For example, there has been serious consideration of how to focus algorithmic risk assessments more effectively
as a tool to promote pretrial or racial justice. As a result, many recent American proposals for algorithmic risk
assessments move away from using risk assessments to assess liberty issues, such whether to detain an accused
before trial. According to some, pretrial risk assessments have the potential to be used more strategically or
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progressively, including using such tools to facilitate releasing criminal accused from police station without a need
for a bail hearing. Algorithmic risk assessments or similar tools might be used to more effectively identify
criminogenic needs, to identify biased decision-making, to identify community supports or to support evidencebased recommendations about bail conditions.
These proposals reconsider the objective or goal of algorithmic risk assessments. Other proposals reconsider how
to develop, implement, monitor and evaluate algorithmic risk assessments. These proposals (which have been
considered at length in this report) reconsider the procedural and legal regimes necessary to improve the operation
and accountability of algorithmic risk assessments, consistent with the technological due process model described
above. Taken together, comprehensive reforms of this nature, if implemented properly, may have the potential to
significantly improve the design, development, deployment and outcome of these systems.
There is also recent evidence that algorithmic risk assessments, when combined with other strategies, may have a
positive effect on criminal justice system reforms: In 2017, New Jersey implemented comprehensive reforms to
replace monetary bail with a system based on risk. These risks were assessed using the PSA and a New Jersey-specific
decision-making framework. In this program, New Jersey used the PSA at two stages in criminal proceedings:
• At the time of arrest, when a police officer must decide whether to detain an accused pending a
hearing or to release the accused with a notice of appearance; and,
• At the accused’s ﬁrst appearance, when judges set release conditions for defendants who were
detained at arrest.
The first evaluation of these reforms was very positive, reporting:172
• Fewer arrest events after implementation, including fewer arrest events for the least serious charges.
• Police officers appear to be releasing accused at the police station more frequently.
• Pretrial release conditions imposed on defendants changed dramatically, including larger proportions
of defendants being released without conditions.
• Signiﬁcantly reduced the length of time defendants spend in jail in the month following arrest.
Importantly, the implementation of the PSA was just one part of a comprehensive criminal justice reform package
that largely eliminated monetary bail; established the possibility of pretrial detention without bail; established a
pretrial monitoring program; and instituted speedy-trial laws that impose time limits for case processing.
The report does not discuss the effect of the PSA or decision-making framework on these outcomes at length. Nor
does the report speculate if these outcomes could have been achieved without implementing the PSA. One can
hope that these issues will be addressed in subsequent evaluations. As a result, at this point the New Jersey example
only represents a potential demonstration of how the PSA and risk assessments can be used thoughtfully and
strategically to advance comprehensive criminal justice reform.
Finally, some commentators believe that algorithmic risk assessments have the potential to be more transformative
than examples like New Jersey would suggest. This is because, in the words of Professor Sandra Mayson, the longterm “accountability prospects” of algorithmic prediction “are far better for algorithmic prediction than for subjective
prediction.”173 In this view, algorithmic systems have the potential to “eliminate the variability, indeterminacy, and
apparent randomness—indeed, the subjectivity—of human prediction that has long pervaded criminal justice.
They bring uniformity, transparency, and accountability to the task.”174
Mayson’s support for this potential is qualified, however, as she notes
[t]his is not to overstate the case for algorithms. The evidence for the superior accuracy of actuarial
over subjective prediction is not watertight; a great deal depends on the algorithm at issue and the
details of its use.175
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Nevertheless, Mayson states that even the racialized history of algorithmic data could potentially be turned from
a weakness into a strength
…because predictive algorithms transparently reflect inequality in the data from which they are
built, they can also be deployed in reverse: as diagnostic tools to identify sites and causes of racial
disparity in criminal justice.176
If algorithms targeted the disadvantaged for support rather than for further disadvantage, their
effects in the world would be very different.177
From a racial equity and access to justice perspective, this is an attractive vision. Unfortunately, achieving this vision
will not be easy, nor is it inevitable.
Where, then, should we go from here? Is there potential for algorithmic risk assessments in the Canadian criminal
justice system? Can these tools be used as part of a comprehensive strategy to advance equity, access to justice
and systemic efficiency? If so, what is the path forward?
In response to these questions, the LCO offers a modest recommendation: This paper has identified a series of
issues and options that should be addressed prior to the widespread implementation of any AI or algorithmic
system in the Canadian criminal justice system. In these circumstances, perhaps the first step is for policymakers
and stakeholders to collectively agree to address these issues and on an appropriate process for doing so.
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XII. HOW TO GET INVOLVED
The LCO believes that successful law reform depends on broad and accessible consultations with individuals,
communities and organizations across Ontario. As a result, the LCO is seeking comments and advice on this report.
There are many ways to get involved:
• Learn about the project on the LCO website (www.lco-cdo.org);
• Contact us to ask about the project; or,
• Provide written submissions or comments on this report.
The LCO can be contacted at:
Law Commission of Ontario
2032 Ignat Kaneff Building
Osgoode Hall Law School, York University
4700 Keele Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M3J 1P3
Email:
Web:
Twitter:
Tel:
Toll-free:

LawCommission@lco-cdo.org
www.lco-cdo.org
@LCO_CDO
(416) 650-8406
1 (866) 950-8406
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